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Abstract. In its classical form particle image velocimetry (PIV) extracts
two components of the flow velocity vector by measuring the displace-
ment of tracer particles within a double-pulsed laser light sheet. The
method described in this paper is based on the additional recording of a
third exposure of the tracer particles in a parallel light sheet, which is
slightly displaced with respect to the first one. The particle images result-
ing from these three exposures are stored on separate frames. The lo-
cations of the correlation peaks, as obtained by cross-correlation meth-
ods, are used to determine the projections of the velocity vectors onto
the plane between the two light sheets. The amplitudes of these peaks
are used to obtain information about the velocity component perpendicu-
lar to the light-sheet planes. The mathematical background of this
method is described. Numerical simulations show the influence of the
main parameters (e.g., light-sheet thickness, light-sheet displacement
and out-of-plane flow component) on the resolution and reliability of the
new method. A new recording procedure and its results will be shown to
demonstrate the ease of operation when applying this technique to liquid
flows. © 1996 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers.
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1 Introduction

In particle image velocimetry~PIV! the velocity vector
field is usually determined by subdividing the recording
into small interrogation areas and employing particle trac
ing algorithms or statistical evaluation techniques, such
histogram analysis, analysis of Young’s fringes or othe
correlation methods. The correlation methods are wide
used, as they can easily be implemented into fast, reliab
and fully automatic evaluation systems. Their theory is we
known and described by various authors.1–5 The method
described in this paper is based on the spatial cros
correlation of particle images stored on separate frames
each exposure as described by Willert and Gharib.6 It is
expanded by the analysis of the heights of the peaks in t
correlation plane. This value depends on the portion
paired particle images, which itself depends on the out-o
plane velocity component, but also on other paramete
e.g., background light, varying image size and number, a
loss of pairs due to in-plane motion. To circumvent suc
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problems, images from a displaced light-sheet plane, par
lel to the first one, are also recorded for peak height no
malization. In the remainder of this paper this concept w
be referred to asdual-plane PIV. The recording of images
of particles within a parallel light sheet on a third fram
offers the following advantages:~1! the influence of the
loss of image pairs due to the in-plane velocity on the ou
of-plane velocity estimation is eliminated by normalization
~2! there is no directional ambiguity with respect to th
out-of-plane velocity component;~3! a larger out-of-plane
velocity component can be tolerated than with convention
PIV; and ~4! a higher signal-to-noise ratio for the out-of
plane velocity estimation is achieved. The mathematic
concept of dual-plane PIV is described in Section 2. A
optimization of the experimental parameters with respect
the image density and measurement accuracy was done
means of numerical simulations, and is described in Sect
3. In contrast to earlier work7—where specially adapted
algorithms were used for the evaluation—the three ima
2067© 1996 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers
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frames were treated as two independent PIV measurem
during the first step of evaluation. The output of the eva
ation of the first and second frames and of the second
third frames~i.e., the correlation peak heights and loc
tions! were then processed with a separate computer p
gram. The algorithm for this program is very simple, and
can easily be implemented. This procedure—together w
a simplified scanning mechanism described in S
4—allows easy entry into this new technique.

2 Concept

In this section we present the mathematical concept for
dual-plane PIV method. We follow the notation and th
mathematical concepts for single-plane PIV set out
Adrian1 and Westerweel5; for those who require a concise
review of the single-plane PIV concepts we refer to t
Appendix.

The dual-plane correlation technique considers th
framesi 0(x,y), i 1(x,y) and i 2(x,y) that contain images of
tracer particles suspended in the observed fluid. The th
frames are recorded at timest0, t1 andt2 respectively, with
t12t05t22t15Dt. The particles are illuminated by ligh
sheets that are parallel to the image plane. The inten
profiles in the direction perpendicular to the image pla
are represented byI 0(Z), I 1(Z) and I 2(Z) respectively.
The shape of these profiles is assumed to be identical fo
three exposures; the locations of the light-sheet midpla
in theZ-direction forI 0(Z), I 1(Z) andI 2(Z) areZ0, Z1 and
Z2 respectively, so that

I 0~Z2Z0!5I 1~Z2Z1!5I 2~Z2Z2!5I Z~Z!. ~1!

The displacement vectorD of the tracer particles in the
fluid is considered uniform and constant over each tim
interval Dt. ~This condition is usually satisfied locally.!
Hence, the relationship between the tracer patterns~see Ap-
pendix! in the fluid for the three subsequent exposures i

G1~X!5G0~X2D!, G2~X!5G1~X2D!. ~2!

Now, following the analysis for single-plane PIV~see Ap-
pendix!, we obtain the following results for the imag
cross-correlationsR01(r ,s) andR12(r ,s) between the frame
pairs i 0(x,y), i 1(x,y) and i 1(x,y), i 2(x,y) respectively:

R01~r ,s!5R00~r2MDX ,s2MDY!•FO~DZ2Z11Z0!,
~3!

R12~r ,s!5R00~r2MDX ,s2MDY!•FO~DZ2Z21Z1!

with

FO~DZ!5E I Z~Z!I Z~Z1DZ!dZ YE $I Z~Z!%2 dZ, ~4!

whereR00(r ,s) is the image self-correlation andFO(Z) the
loss of correlation due to out-of-plane motion~see Appen-
dix!. Provided thatR00(r ,s) and I Z(Z) are known, it is in
principle possible to determineuDZ2Z12Z0u from
R01(r ,s) only. However, in a practical situation the exa
shape ofR00(r ,s) is unknown, because it is influenced b
local gradients of the velocity field and by the local distr
bution of particle-image diameters; besides, evaluation
2068 Optical Engineering, Vol. 35 No. 7, July 1996
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uDZ2Z12Z0u leaves the sign of the out-of-plane motion
undetermined. Dual-plane PIV avoids these complications
by taking the ratio ofR01(r ,s) andR12(r ,s), which yields a
general expression that relatesDZ for an arbitrary light-
sheet intensity profileI Z(Z) and given shiftsZ22Z1 and
Z12Z0 ~for brevity of notation we omit the coordinatesr
ands!:

R01

R12
5
FO~DZ2Z11Z0!

FO~DZ2Z21Z1!
. ~5!

In a practical situation we have to estimate the two-point
covariance by a finite spatial average. It can be shown that
taking the ratio of the covariance estimators also compen-
sates for the loss of correlation due to in-plane motion, if
dealing with large numbers of particle images@see Appen-
dix, Eq. ~22!#.

Obviously, the ability to solve forDZ in Eq. ~5! depends
on accurate knowledge of the light-sheet profileI Z(Z).
Most CW lasers offer a sufficient beam-pointing stability,
so their intensity profiles can easily be determined to find
the exact relation between the out-of-plane velocity and the
cross-covariance values. When using solid-state pulsed la-
ser systems—for example a Nd:YAG laser—a pulse-to-
pulse beam-pointing stability of up to 20% of the beam
diameter has to be taken into account. If the spatial beam
profile varies in time, the intensity profile should be deter-
mined simultaneously, e.g., by using a beamsplitter and a
video array.

In the remainder of this section we will deal with two
particular solutions of Eq.~5!, namely the solutions~1! for
Z05Z1,Z2 ~which is the situation that was investigated in
the simulations; see Sec. 3!, and~2! for Z05Z2,Z1 ~which
is the situation during the experiments described in Sec. 4!.
To keep the subsequent analysis simple we consider a light
sheet with a top-hat shaped intensity profile and a width
DZ, i.e.,

I Z~Z!5H I Z , uZu<DZ/2,

0, elsewhere
~6!

and

FO~Z!5H 12uZu/DZ, uZu<DZ,

0 elsewhere.
~7!

For Z05Z1<Z2 , the solution of Eq.~5! for the out-of-
plane velocityw5DZ/Dt, with FO(Z) given by Eq.~7!,
yields

w5
DZ

Dt
•5

R122OZR01

R012R12
for 2DZ•OZ<DZ<0,

R122OZR01

R011R12
for 0<DZ<Z22Z1 ,

R121~22OZ!R01

R012R12
for Z22Z1<DZ<DZ

~8!
3 Terms of Use: http://spiedl.org/terms
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Table 1 Overview of the parameter sets that were simulated.

OZ 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8

Nl 15 20

DX/DX 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.4

DZ/DZ 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0
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with OZ512uZ22Z1u/DZ. In the simulations described in
Sec. 3 we will only consider the solution for
0<DZ<Z22Z1 ~which is also identical to the equation
originally derived by Raffel et al.7!.

For a situation where the out-of-plane fluid velocity ca
be either positive or negative, a reverse displacement of
light-sheet positions between the first and second and
tween the second and third exposure has to be taken
account. If the absolute value of displacement is the sa
for both directions—as is the case for the experiment d
scribed in Sec. 4—Eq.~5! has to be solved for
Z05Z2,Z1 . The solution, withFO(Z) again given by Eq.
~7!, differs slightly from the solution given by Eq.~8!, i.e.,

w5
DZ

Dt
•

R122R01

R121R01
•OZ

for 2~Z12Z2!<DZ<Z12Z2 . ~9!

Note that the range ofDZ for this solution is symmetric
with respect toDZ50.

3 Simulations

In this section we use numerical simulations to determi
the reliability and accuracy of the dual-plane PIV measur
ments as a function of the experimental parameters. Ap
from the experimental parameters that we already kno
from single-plane PIV,2,3 i.e. the image density (NI), the
in-plane displacement (DX) with respect to the width of the
interrogation region (DX) and the out-of-plane displace-
ment (DZ) with respect to the thickness of the light shee
(DZ), respectively, we should now also investigate the i
fluence of the sheet overlap (OZ). For this purpose we car-
ried out a series of numerical simulations of dual-plane P
with Z05Z1,Z2 ; see Eq.~8!. The sets that were simulated
are listed in Table 1. The total number of parameter com
binations is equal to 349; for each combination a triplet
digital image frames is generated and subsequently a
lyzed. For simplification the in-plane displacement was a
sumed to have only anX-component.

For each simulation a set of random particle locations
generated within a rectangular volume, where the numb
density of the particles matches a given image density (NI).
Each particle is assigned abrightness value, determined by
its location within the light sheet; subsequently, a digit
image frame that contains 512 by 512 pixels is comput
for the given particle locations and their assigned brigh
ness values. A Gaussian intensity distribution with ane22

width of 1.2 pixels is assumed for each particle image; t
actual pixel value is found by integration of a two
dimensional Gaussian intensity distribution over the area
each pixel~integrals of a Gaussian distribution can be e
pressed conveniently as error functions!. For the second
tp://opticalengineering.spiedigitallibrary.org/ on 09/13/2013
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and third images the particle locations are uniformly trans-
lated over a predefined displacement prior to computing the
image frame. For the first and second images the location
of the light sheet remains unchanged, whereas for the third
image it is adjusted according to the value for the light-
sheet overlap (OZ), i.e. (12OZ) DZ. The light-sheet inten-
sity profile is uniform within a widthDZ and is equal to 1;
the diameter of an interrogation area~in simulation units! is
also taken equal to 1.

For each triplet, the first and second images and the
second and third images are analyzed using the cross-
correlation method. This yields two data sets that consist of
the location of the displacement-correlation peak and its
height for each interrogation position. Each interrogation is
done over areas of 32 by 32 pixels with a 50% overlap
between adjacent interrogation areas. So the total number
of interrogations per image is 961~of which only 256 are
truly independent!. Despite the high image density, there
remains a finite probability for the occurrence of spurious
displacements. To detect spurious vectors, each displace-
ment vector is compared with the known displacement, and
all vectors that deviate by more than 0.5 pixel from the true
value are discarded from the data set.~Only for simulated
data—where the actual displacement is known—it is pos-
sible to use such a strict selection criterion.! The remaining
data from the two data sets are used to reconstruct the out-
of-plane component of the displacement.

3.1 Results of Simulation

Using the same software for the dual-plane PIV as for the
single-plane PIV @i.e., with separate computation of
R01(r ,s) and R12(r ,s), and separate identification of the
correlation peaks#, requires that both displacements need to
be valid for reconstruction of the out-of-plane velocity
component. The valid data yield, or success rate,G for an
image frame pair is proportional to the image densityNI ,
the in-plane loss of pairsFI and the out-of-plane loss of
pairsFO , with FO512uDZu/DZ for the first and second
image frames, andFO5(OZ1uDZu/DZ) for the second and
third image frames. Note that for this case a smallDZ will
lead to a high valid data yield for the first and second
frames, but at the same time a low valid data yield for the
second and third frames. Therefore it is necessary to deter-
mine the optimum situation in which the data yield for each
corresponding correlation pair is maximal. Also, it is nec-
essary to determine for which set of parameters the mea-
surement errors are minimal. IfG is plotted against the
product ofNIFIFO , then all data practically collapse onto a
single curve,2 as shown in Fig. 1. This curve corresponds to
the probability curve for the presence of at least four par-
ticle images per interrogation area, given that the number of
particle images has a Poisson distribution.5
2069Optical Engineering, Vol. 35 No. 7, July 1996
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The fraction where both interrogations were valid i
given by the product of the valid data yield for the first an
second images~G01! and the valid data yield for the second
and third images~G12!. Figure 2 shows the valid data yield
of the reconstructed displacement vectors as a function
the out-of-plane displacement (DZ) with respect to the cen-
ter of the light-sheet overlap region@i.e., 1

2(12OZ) DZ#.
This graph only shows the results from the simulations wit
FI51 ~i.e. DX/DX50! and NI515; the results for other
values ofFI andNI are similar. A substantial valid data
yield ~i.e. G.0.75! is only found for

UDZ

DZ
2
1

2
~12OZ!U,1

4
. ~10!

~Note that forOZ51 this relation reduces to the single-
plane PIV optimization.2,3!

In Fig. 3 the results for the root-mean-square~RMS!

Fig. 1 The valid data yield (G) as a function of the effective number
of particle images (NIFIFO). The solid line represents the probability
of having at least four particle images.

Fig. 2 The valid data yield of the reconstructed displacements (Grec)
as a function of the out-of-plane displacement (DZ) with respect to
the center of the overlap region of the light sheets [0.5(12OZ) DZ]
for different values of OZ with FI51 and NI515.
2070 Optical Engineering, Vol. 35 No. 7, July 1996
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error for the in-plane displacement as a function of the
out-of-plane displacement are plotted for different in-plane
displacements with directly adjacent sheets~OZ50!.
Graphs for other values ofOZ show the same qualitative
behavior. This graph shows that the RMS error for the mea-
sured in-plane displacement is lowest forDX50, which
agrees with earlier results by Willert and Gharib6 and
Westerweel.5 Also note how the error becomes almost zero
for DZ/DZ50.5; this will be discussed further below.

Since we are dealing with cross-correlation analysis of
pairs of single-exposure image frames, it is always possible
to shift the interrogation images in the two image frames
with respect to each other in such a manner that the effec-
tive particle-image displacement is equal to zero. We there-
fore consider only the case forDX50 in the remainder of
the discussion of the simulation results.

For implementation of the dual-plane PIV considered in
the simulations, the out-of-plane displacement should al-
ways lie between 0 and (12OZ)/DZ; see Eq.~8!. To com-
pare the mean and RMS fluctuating values of the~recon-
structed! out-of-plane displacement, each value is therefore
shifted by 1

2(12OZ)/DZ. Figure 4 shows the difference
between the observed mean and given out-of-plane dis-
placement~i.e., ^DZ&2DZ! as a function of the given out-
of-plane displacement (DZ) with respect to the center of
the overlap region [12(12OZ)/DZ] for values ofOZ be-
tween 0.0 and 0.8. For the range ofDZ specified by Eq.
~10! the bias error contained in the measured out-of-plane
displacement is less than 2% ofDZ. Figure 5 shows the
RMS error of the reconstructed out-of-plane displacement
as a function ofDZ with respect to the center of the overlap
region for the same rangeOZ as in Fig. 4. This shows that
the RMS error for the reconstructed out-of-plane displace-
ment lies between 4.0% and 7.5% ofDZ for the condition
given in Eq.~10!, with the smaller value corresponding to
OZ50.0 and the higher value toOZ50.8. This implies that
the precision can be improved by reducingOZ to the mini-
mum necessary to cover the dynamic range of the out-of-
plane motion without leaving the range given in Eq.~10!.
Note how the RMS value drops to almost zero for

Fig. 3 The results for the RMS error for the in-plane displacement
as a function of the out-of-plane displacement for different in-plane
displacement with NI515 and OZ50.0.
 Terms of Use: http://spiedl.org/terms
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Do
DZ5 1
2(12OZ) DZ. The small RMS value can be ex-

plained by the fact that the first and third images of th
triplet are identical forDX/DX50 andDZ5 1

2(12OZ) DZ.
The results from the simulations provide insight into th

optimal values for relevant experimental parameters, wh
using dual-frame cross-correlation analysis and combinin
the results of peak height and location for the first an
second pair of image frames by an additional program.
was found that under the assumption of a top-hat intens
profile:

• The measurement range for the out-of-plane displac
ment is given by Eq.~10!.

Fig. 4 The difference between the mean of the reconstructed out-
of-plane displacement and the given out-of-plane displacement, nor-
malized by DZ, as a function of the given out-of-plane displacement
with respect to the center of the light-sheet overlap, normalized by
DZ, for different values of OZ with FI51.

Fig. 5 The RMS error of the reconstructed out-of-plane displace-
ment, scaled by DZ, as a function of the given out-of-plane displace-
ment (DZ) with respect to the center of the overlap region
[0.5(12OZ) DZ], scaled by DZ, for different values of OZ with
FI51.
wnloaded From: http://opticalengineering.spiedigitallibrary.org/ on 09/13/2013 
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• For this range the bias error with respect to the given
out-of-plane displacement is less than 2% ofDZ.

• The RMS value of the random error due to a finite
number of particle images~NI515! for the same range
as given by Eq.~10! is between 4% and 8% ofDZ.

4 Application to a Glycerine Flow Below a
Rotating Disk

In an experiment silver coated 10mm glass spheres were
added to glycerine~n5117031026 m2/s!, which was filled
into a glass tank. The flow under a rotating disc with a
diameter of 170 mm was observed using a CCD video cam-
era, which worked in interlaced mode and generated frames
at 25 Hz. Each frame of 7523582 pixel2 was separated into
two half-frames where the missing lines were interpolated.
The stepper motor driven circular disc~angular speed: 3.1
rad/s! was mounted in a round glass cylinder with a diam-
eter of 180 mm inside the tank, to provide circularly sym-
metric boundary conditions. Three-dimensional measure-
ments by stereoscopic PIV of such a flow were previously
performed by Prasad and Adrian.8

4.1 Light-Sheet Displacement by a Chopper Disc
and a Glass Plate

The main parts of the setup are shown in Fig. 6. An argon-
ion laser produced a continuous beam of about 1 W output
power. A chopper disc containing three slits was driven by
a stepper motor and controlled by a high precision signal
generator. The rotational speed of the disc was adjusted to
a light pulse frequency which was equal to the repetition
rate of the video camera of 50 fields/s. It generated light
pulses with a pulse length ofte54 ms and a pulse separa-
tion time ofDt520 ms. A small glass plate was mounted
on the disc and covered one of the slits~see Fig. 6!. This
setup generated the light pulses and a parallel displacement
of the light sheets.

The cylindrical lens had a focal length small enough to
generate a light-sheet height approximately two times
larger than the height of the observation field. The location
of the light sheet alternated after each capture of a half-
frame ~see Fig. 7!. Two subsequent full frames containing
two fields each were recorded. The first and the third field
contain images of tracer particles within the same light
sheet oriented parallel to the axis of the disc~recorded att0
and t25t012Dt respectively!. The second field contains
images of tracer particles within a light sheet slightly dis-
placed with respect to both others~recorded att15t01Dt!.

Fig. 6 Sketch of the main components of the rotating disc setup.
2071Optical Engineering, Vol. 35 No. 7, July 1996
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The shift of the light sheet wasZ22Z150.5 mm, resulting
in an overlap ofOZ575% of the light-sheet thickness
~DZ52 mm!.

4.2 Experimental Results on the Glycerine Flow

Figure 8 shows the structure of the flow near the axis o
rotation in a three-dimensional representation obtained b
the dual-plane PIV evaluation. The out-of-plane velocity
component was smoothed by a spatial averaging~333 ker-
nel! for this representation. The observation field had a siz
of 70354 mm2.

In Fig. 9 the radial (u), axial (v), and azimuthal (w)
velocity profiles of the flow under the rotating disc in a
vertical distance from the disc of 5 mm are plotted. The
solid line represents the azimuthal velocity of the disc ove
the radius. At a distance of 5 mm from the disc the radia
velocity component (u) varies linearly across the radius.
The axial velocity component (v) is small and nearly con-
stant over the width of the observation field. The azimutha
velocity profile (w) of such a flow varies linearly with
decreasing angles of ascent for increasing distances fro
the disc~see e.g. Prasad and Adrian8!, a trend that can also
be observed in the present dual-plane PIV measureme
However, other features such as the oscillations of the az
muthal velocity profile (w) cannot be explained at present

Fig. 7 Timing diagram of image capture and light-sheet position.

Fig. 8 Three-dimensional representation of the velocity vectors of
the rotating disc flow (out-of-plane velocity component smoothed by
a spatial averaging with 333 kernel).
2072 Optical Engineering, Vol. 35 No. 7, July 1996
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~see Fig. 9!. This may be due to imperfections of the ex-
perimental setup and to the simplification of a top-hat in-
tensity profile of the laser beam.

5 Conclusions

The concept described in Sec. 2 shows that the out-of-plane
velocity can be found from the ratio of the image cross-
covariances~provided that the number of particle images
within the interrogation area is sufficient to estimate the
cross-covariances reliably!. In this paper we have only pre-
sented the results for a light sheet with a top-hat shaped
intensity profile. The concept presented in Sec. 2 can easily
be extended to consider other light-sheet intensity profiles.

In earlier work7 the distribution containing the highest
peak of each interrogated cell was used to determine the
particle image displacement, and this peak position was
then used to find the correct location for intensity analysis
in the second cross-correlation plane. This slightly in-
creases the dynamic range of the correlation peaks that can
be evaluated, since the peak finding algorithm has to be
successful only in the correlation plane with better signal-
to-noise ratio. However, the experimentally and numeri-
cally obtained images described in this article were treated
as two independent PIV measurements during the first step
of evaluation. The output of the evaluation of the first and
second frame and of the second and third frame~e.g. cor-
relation peak heights and locations! was then processed in a
computer program that can easily be implemented. It was
therefore no longer necessary to use completely modified
evaluation software which processes three image frames at
the same time.

The experimental results show the feasibility of a simple
recording procedure. The results demonstrate its ease of
operation when applying the technique to liquid flows. The
additional displacement of the light sheet between the first
two images allowed us to detect out-of-plane particle mo-
tion in both directions. When using a PIV system, which
uses a CW laser in combination with a chopper disc, the
only additional part needed for dual-plane PIV is a small
glass plate which deflects the beam parallel. Especially
when observing low speed liquid flows, the operation of
dual-plane PIV is easier than that of stereoscopic PIV. The

Fig. 9 Radial (u), axial (v) and azimuthal (w) velocity profiles of
the flow under the rotating disc at a vertical distance from the disc of
5 mm (raw data without any smoothing, data validation or interpola-
tion).
 Terms of Use: http://spiedl.org/terms
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only calibration necessary is the determination of thickne
and overlap of the light sheets. It should be emphasized t
only one camera is needed.

In future investigations the influence of parameters, su
as the intensity distribution of the light sheet in theZ di-
rection, and of temporal velocity gradients should be co
sidered so as to increase the accuracy of the measurem
In contrast to stereoscopic PIV, the out-of-plane measu
ment error of dual-plane PIV cannot easily be estimated
analyzing the in-plane measurement error. Further work
required to improve and verify the accuracy of the tec
nique. However, even if the accuracy of the technique p
sented here cannot be increased, it nevertheless reduce
number of outliers and can be used for an estimation of t
out-of-plane velocity, which is adequate for many techn
logically important flows.

6 Appendix

In this appendix a concise review of the mathematical co
cept of single-plane PIV is given. We use the notation e
tablished by Adrian,1 but instead of the image correlation
we will consider the image covariance, as set out b
Westerweel.5

The single-plane correlation technique considers tw
framesi 0(x,y) and i 1(x,y) of particle images recorded a
times t0 and t1 respectively, witht12t05Dt. The plane of
the light sheet is parallel to the image plane, and the wid
of the light sheet is less than the focal depth of the imagi
optics. The intensity of the illumination is assumed to b
homogeneous with respect to the two in-plane direction
the intensity profile in the direction perpendicular to th
image plane (Z) is represented byI Z(Z). If we further as-
sume that~1! the tracer particles all have the same diam
eter, that~2! the particle images do not overlap~viz., the
source densityNS!1! and ~3! paraxial imaging, we can
write the following expression fori 0(x,y):

i 0~x,y!5(
k
I Z~Zk!•t~x2MXk ,y2MYk!, ~11!

where (Xk ,Yk ,Zk) is the position in the fluid of the tracer
particle with index k, M the image magnification, and
t(x,y) the normalized intensity distribution for a single par
ticle image @and vice versa fori 1(x,y)#. We can rewrite
this expression as a convolution integral:

i 0~x,y!5t~x,y! ^g~x,y! ~12!

with

g~x,y!5
1

M2 E I Z~Z!G0~X,Y,Z! dZ ~13!

and whereG0(X,Y,Z) is the pattern of tracer particles in
the fluid at timet0:

G0~X,Y,Z!5(
k

d@X2Xk ,Y2Yk ,Z2Zk#, ~14!
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where d [X,Y,Z] is the Dirac d-function. For a~locally!
uniform displacement field the tracer pattern that corre-
sponds toi 1(x,y) is equal to

G1~X,Y,Z!5G0~X2DX ,Y2DY ,Z2DZ!, ~15!

where (DX ,DY ,DZ) is the ~local! displacement vector of
the tracer particles in the fluid.

The image cross-covariance ofi 0(x,y) and i 1(x,y) is
defined as

R01~r ,s!5^ i 0~x,y!• i 1~x1r ,y1s!&2^ i 0~x,y!&^ i 1~x,y!&
~16!

where^•••& denotes an ensemble average over all possible
tracer patterns for a given flowfield.5 Substitution of
i 0(x,y) and i 1(x,y) in ~16! using the expressions given in
Eqs.~12!–~15!with RG0G1

(S) 5 C • d(S2 D) yields5

R01~r ,s!5R00~r2MDX ,s2MDY!•F0~DZ! ~17!

with

R00~r ,s!5
CI01

2

M4 t0
2Ft~r ,s!, ~18!

FO~DZ!5E I Z~Z!I Z~Z1DZ! dZ YE $I Z~Z!%2 dZ,

~19!

FI~r ,s!5E E t~u,v !t~r1u,s1v ! dm dv/t0
2, ~20!

whereC is the number density of tracer particles in the
fluid, t05** t(x,y) dx dy, andI 01

2 5*$I Z(Z)%
2 dZ. ~For the

details of this derivation we refer to the theoretical analyses
of Adrian1 and Westernweel.5! In a practical situation we
have to estimate the two-point covariance by a finite spatial
average over an areaA0 in i 0(x,y) and an areaA1 in
i 1(x,y) ~Refs. 1, 5!:

R̂01~r ,s!5E E
A0 ,A1

i 0~x,y!i 1~x1r ,y1s! dx dy. ~21!

The expectation for this estimator is equal to

E$R̂01~r ,s!%5R00~r2MDX ,s2MDY!•FI~r ,s!•FO~DZ!,
~22!

whereFI(r ,s) represents the in-plane loss of pairs.1,5 So
the expectation of theestimatedcross-covariance is equal
to the image autocovariance shifted over the in-plane
particle-image displacement, and weighted byFI(r ,s) and
FO(DZ).
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